The new MRR1Plus 77GHz automotive radar from Bosch integrates receiver and transmitter components from Infineon. These components use the latest SiGe:C HBT technology from Infineon and an effective eWLB / Fan-Out package.

The two RF dies are packaged in the last version of the eWLB, the Fan-Out Wafer level Package developed and manufactured by Infineon. This package has no wire bonding to reduce the inductance and a specific design to increase the heat management using solder balls close to the power RF transistors.

The eWLB package is robust enough to be installed in front automotive module only protected by a plastic lid without underfill. Only a specific pad structure in gold is added on the die.

The RF transistors are the newest generation SiGe:C HBT dies from Infineon. The circuits use advanced insulation structure and modern copper metal layers.

The report includes a complete physical analysis of the packaging process, with details on all technical choices regarding process, equipment and materials. The SiGe HBT are equally analyzed.

The report also features a short comparison with the first eWLB process in order to understand the evolution of technology choices.
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3D Package Cosim+
Cost simulation tool to evaluate the cost of any Packaging process:

Wafer-level packaging, TSV, 3D integration...

3D Package CoSim+ is a process-based costing tool used to evaluate the manufacturing cost per wafer using your own inputs or using the pre-defined parameters included in the tool.

It is possible to enter any Package process flow.
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Sylvain is in charge of costing analyses for IC, Power and MEMS. He has more than 10 years of experience in the Power Device manufacturing costs analysis and has studied a wide range of technologies.
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Yvon is the laboratory manager. He has deep knowledge in chemical & physical technical analyses. He previously worked for 25 years in Atmel Nantes Laboratory and performs MEMS analyses for more than 8 years.
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ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

Each year System Plus Consulting releases a comprehensive collection of new reverse engineering & costing analyses in various domains.

You can choose to buy over 12 months a set of 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 or 15 Reverse Costing® reports.

Up to 45% discount!

More than 40 reports released each year on the following topics (considered for 2015):

- MEMS & Sensors (20 reports):
  - Gyros/Accelerometers/IMU
  - Oscillators/RF switches
  - Pressure sensors/Microphones

- Power Electronics & Systems (10 reports):
  - GaN and SiC devices
  - Inverters & modules

- Imaging & LEDs (5 reports):
  - Camera modules
  - Infrared sensors & cameras
  - LEDs

- Advanced Packaging (5 reports):
  - WLP
  - TSV
  - Embedded Devices...
ORDER FORM

Please process my order for “Infineon RN7745P & RTN7735P eWLB Package Radar Dies” Reverse Costing Report

Ref.: SP15235

☑ Full Reverse Costing report: €2,990*
☑ Bundle Offer with Bosch MRR1Plus Radar Sensor: €4,290*
☑ Annual Subscription (including this report as the first of the year):
  ○ 3 reports €8 400*  ○ 7 reports €16 000*
  ○ 4 reports €11 000*  ○ 10 reports €21 000*
  ○ 5 reports €12 500*  ○ 15 reports €27 500*

*For price in dollars please use the day’s exchange rate  *All reports are delivered electronically in pdf format  *For French customer, add 20% for VAT
*Our prices are subject to change. Please check our new releases and price changes on www.systemplus.fr. The present document is valid 6 months after its publishing date: October 2015.
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